This article discusses the results of field studies and research carried out during 2017 in Tura settlement of the Evenk Municipal District of the Krasnoyarsk Krai, among the representatives of the expert community and the residents -native speakers. The research was focused on determining general methodological recommendations on the development of educational materials and fiction books in the Evenk language. Basing on the survey and expert interviews conducted, we determined the measures to preserve the language, which according to the majority, should contribute to the preservation of the unique cultural heritage of the indigenous small-numbered peoples of the Evenk Municipal District. The article presents the research results of the analysis of the expert interviews with linguists of Tomsk Pedagogical University who work on the creation of corpus linguistics of northern languages in the laboratory of the Department of Languages of the
Material and methods
The research is based on the expedition to the Answers to the tenth question confirm the low level of the knowledge of the native language, the respondents directly indicated inability to speak their native language or lack of free time:
"You don't speak Evenk" and "You don't have free time" received 5 % of answers each. In the course of interviewing experts in the field of the Evenk language and culture it was determined that the main problem in creating and preserving literature in Evenk is the problem of preserving and reproducing of the language itself.
Results of the expert interviews
Modern generation cannot perceive literature in the Evenk language while they do not speak this language anymore.
One of the main reasons is the lack of speaking in the Evenk language in the family and interest in its study. This is partly due to the fact that mixed, not even Evenk families are often created in the region. People in such a family, so as not to offend, each other, it became easier to communicate in Russian, as common and understandable for all residents of our country.
Also, the unofficial ban on speaking in one's own language in boarding schools in the Soviet years has contributed here. Since most of the teachers were Russian speakers and did not know the Evenk language, they urged the children to speak at the school in the same way in Russian.
One of the main reasons is the lack of speaking in the Evenk language in the family and interest in its study. This is partly due to the fact that the families in the region are mixed, not even Evenk sometimes. People in such a family, in order not to offend each other, communicate in Russian, as a common and understandable language for all residents of our country. Moreover, the unofficial prohibition to communicate in one's native language in boarding schools in the Soviet years has had a great impact as well. Since most of the teachers were Russian speakers and did not know the Evenk language, they urged the children to speak in school in Russian.
Another important reason is that typical Evenk activities, which formed the main conceptual core of the language, have disappeared from the life of the Evenks. With the advent of the civilization, the Evenks began to go less and less to the taiga for hunting and fishing, moving more and more to large towns and cities. There has been a decline in reindeer husbandry (although experts note that many activities on its preservation take place now). The Evenk language was specialized for these activities, most of the concepts and words in the language are related to reindeer and nature.
With the disappearance of these phenomena from the life of the Evenks, the words denoting them also cease to exist. And those that remain are no longer sufficient to describe the contemporary life of the Evenks. There is no development of the language, the emergence of new words. Instead, more and more borrowings from the Russian language come to the language.
Similarly, experts note the difficulty of learning the language within the school curriculum. The Evenk language textbooks were created long ago, when children were still native speakers from childhood, from the family. The programme they offer is difficult for modern children who do not know the Evenk language and perceive it as a foreign one. May be CDs, programmes, applications and computer games should be issued. In order to make it interesting for children, it is desirable to create mainly games and interactive forms of literature.
The native speakers of the Evenk language were also interviewed: Tura residents, workers, lawmakers, hunters and reindeer breeders.
It was outlined through the interviews with native speakers that there is literature in the Evenk language and it is preserved, though it is not popular among children and young people. Native speakers determine the same problems in preservation of language and literature as the experts.
Absence of speaking practice in families partly due to the education in boarding schools, which killed the desire to talk among older generation, took them away from taiga and family, from language environment. Moreover, adults who speak Evenk, forget how to read texts in Evenk. Another reason is mixed marriages, when for convenience Russian is used in the family.
Native speakers also note that in schools Russian is more frequently used. It is due to the fact that most teachers do not speak Evenk, and native tongue classes are more and more often reduced to be replaced by other subjects. 
